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Figure 1.-The keeping quality of shell eggs cleaned by different washing 
processes. Eggs were placed in storage from April 19 to June 28, 1946, and 
held until November 19, of the same year. 
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Soiled eggs constitute a major marketing problem. Every prac-
tical effort should be exerted to prevent eggs from becoming soiled. 
But despite such efforts there will always be some soiled eggs. Such 
eggs should be cleaned and used in the current channels of trade. 
However, experienced market men know that some of these eggs are 
cleaned and go into storage. It is also well-known that losses in 
stored washed eggs are often very heavy. 
Jenkins and Pennington (1919), working with eggs produced in 
the Middle West and stored in the East, reported that freshly laid 
eggs with clean, sound shells showed negligible loss even after 10 to 
11 months storage. Their investigations showed that heavy losses 
resulted when dirty eggs or eggs with damaged shells were stored. 
Jenkins, Hepburn, Swan and Sherwood (1920) reported the 
losses found in eggs held in cold storage which when stored were 
respectively clean, dirty, dirty washed in water, dirty washed in 
dilute sulphuric acid, and dirty sponged with a damp cloth. In all 
lots, except the clean eggs, the losses were too great for the industry 
to bear. 
Funk (1938) reported that April eggs which had been soiled and 
later cleaned by washing in a 0.7 per cent or 1.0 per cent lye water (NaOH) solution kept as well in storage as naturally clean eggs. 
Funk (1943) reported that by heating shell eggs for 10 minutes 
in egg processing oil held at 140°F. many species of bacteria that 
cause spoilage in cold storage could be destroyed. 
Murphy and Sutton (1947) reported results obtained with eggs 
held in cold storage for 6 weeks and at room temperature for two 
weeks which had been pastuerized with temperatures of 130°F. to 
142°F. They concluded that pasteurization was effective in destroy-
ing Pseudomonas in washed eggs. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Since reporting in 1938 the results obtained in 1936 and 1937 with 
soiled eggs which were cleaned and stored, the Missouri Agricultural 
Experiment Station h~ continued to investigate the problem of 
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soiled eggs with particular reference to spoilage in storage. A crit-
ical test for any egg cleaning method is the loss which occurs during 
6, 8 or 10 months of storage. There is no way of finding out what 
these losses will be except to make the actual storage test. There-
fore, considerable time is required for the completion of experimental 
work in this field. Before definite conclusions cari be drawn storage 
results for several seasons should be compared. 
In these experiments eggs were purchased from a central egg 
packing plant so that both the clean and soiled eggs would come from 
the regular channels of trade and therefore be typical of the kind of 
eggs marketed in the Midwest. 
The standard procedure was to transport these eggs to Columbia 
for cleaning, etc., and then ship by express to St. Louis for storage 
in a commercial storage warehouse. The ·eggs were removed from 
storage during the fall and broken in an egg breaking plant so that 
all the loss could be determined and so that the edible eggs could be 
marketed as liquid egg. 
The commercial method of detecting inedible eggs by candling 
is ineffective when candling certain types of shell eggs, particularly 
those that have been washed. In experimental work where the 
number of inedible eggs produced is a criterion of results it is neces-
sary to break all eggs, because otherwise, many of the inedibles may 
not be detected and recorded. 
Experiments in 1939 
Results obtained in 1936 and 1937 indicated that the temperature 
of the water used in washing eggs might be a factor influencing 
keeping quality and that the warmer water might give better results. 
In 1939 a series of tests were made in an effort to test this theory. 
April produced eggs that had been soiled wer~ purcha.sed from a 
Missouri egg packing plant as well as clean eggs for controls. The 
eggs were transported to Columbia for cleaning before being shipped 
by railway express to St. Louis for storage. Seven cases of eggs 
were prepared each week for five consecutive weeks (April 1 to 
April 29). 
In these tests both clean eggs and soiled eggs were stored as 
controls. Soiled eggs were cleaned by washing in warm {100°F.) 
and cool (52°F. to 59°F.) tap water; by dry cleaning with emery 
cloth and by washing in warm (100°F.) and cool (53•F. to 61 °F.) 
one per cent solution of lye water. One half of each lot was oil 
processed. These eggs were held in a commercial cold storage ware-
house in St. Louis until January 30, 1940, when they were removed 
from storage for examination. 
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The eggs were all candled and a sample of 50 eggs from each lot 
was broken to note any inedibles not detected by candling. It was 
unfortunate that all eggs were not broken instead of such a small 
sample. 
For such a long storage the candling losses were very low. The 
differences as shown in Table 1 were not sufficiently large to indicate 
definite conclusions. However, the estimated percentage of ined-
ibles per lot indicated that washing in water or a one per cent lye 
water solution whether warm or cool might result in losses too heavy 
for satisfactory storage. 
Table 1. Effect of Different Methods of Clearun, Elf• on Tbelr Keeplnc Qualley In Cold Stonge. Egg• Stored AprU 1. 1939 to April 29. 1939 and Removed From Stonge January 30. 1940. 
Kind or Ji:ggs 
ami Tre.atment 
Experiments in 1940 
or inodl · percentage 
ible eg11 o! ined-
found by tbles por 
brealdnf lot 
s.amplea of 
The very low losses (1.1 per cent) found in 1939 among soiled 
eggs which had been cleaned by washing in warm (lOO"F.) tap water 
suggested that the temperature of the water in relation to the tem-
perature of the egg needed further investigation. 
The experiments for 1940 were designated to test the theory that 
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the temperature of the water used in cleaning soiled eggs in relation 
to the temperature of the eggs being cleaned was a factor influencing 
spoilage of eggs in storage. 
Soiled and clean eggs were purchased f rom a Missouri egg pack-
ing plant and t ransported to Columbia for cleaning and other prep-
aration for storage. The first lot was washed April 5 and the experi-
ment was repeated six times. The lots of eggs were warmed to 
internal temperatures of 60°F ., 80°F. and 100°F. and then washed 
in water adjusted to 40°F., 60°F., 80°F., 100°F ., and 120°F. before 
the eggs were placed in the water. The eggs were shipped each week, 
on the day they were cleaned, to St. Louis for commercial storage. 
All lots were removed from storage November 29, 1940. The eggs 
were candled and broken because in earlier experiments it was ob-
served that candling was not a dependable means of detecting inedible 
eggs, especially in washed eggs. 
The results of the 1940 experiments are presented in Table 2. 
They show a very definite relationship between the temp.erature of 
the water used in washing soiled eggs and losses in storage. Losses 
consistently declined as the temperature of the water was raised in 
five of the six series of tests. The results obtained with eggs washed 
in 40°F. water and stored April 26 are inconsistent with other results 
but the cause is unknown. 
Table 2. Relation of Temperature of Wate r Used in C leaning Soiled Shell Eggs to Their 
Keeping Quality. Removed from storage, November 29. +940. Percentage of inedibles 
found by cand ling and breaking eggs. One case (360 eggs) in each lot. 
Date 
Stor ed Apr. 5 Apr. 12 Apr. 19 Apr. 26 May3 May 10 
Temper- Average of 
ature 6 00 F 80° F 1000 F 600 F 800 F 1000 F 6 lots 
of e llf{S 
Tempe:r· 
ature ., ,, ., ., % ., ., 
of water 
40° F 35.9 12.4 12.9 8.4 61.1 60.2 32.0 
60 II 9.6 8.0 9.2 60. 9 17.5 4 1.7 24.4 
80 . 2.6 5.6 9.4 34.0 6 .5 8.8 11.0 
100 II 5.8 2.7 . 2.3 . 16.3 3 . 5 2.3 5.5 
120 Jj 1.4 . 
.59 .61 2.6 1.5 .86 1.3 
(Con trols) 
Clean 
EllllS .83 0 .28 .28 0 0 .23 
It was evident from these results that soiled eggs washed in warm 
water, which was 12Q°F. when the eggs were placed in the water, 
kept unusually well with an average loss of 1.3 per cent. 
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Experiments in 1941 
The results obtained in 1940 were so promising in indicating that 
warm water had real possibilities for use in cleaning soiled shell eggs 
that it was deemed advisable to repeat in general the same tests in 
1941. This was done in very much the same manner as described for 
1940. In addition to the variable temperatures which prevailed in 
1940 and as are noted in 1941, tests were made with constant water 
temperatures of 120°F. and 130°F. 
Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 present the results for 1941 and they also 
give the temperature conditions that prevailed. 
There appears to be one general conclusion and that is that in 
1941 all lots kept unusually well regardless of the method used in 
cleaning. 
Table 3. Effect of the Temperature of the Water Used In Washing Soiled Shell Eggs (600 F .) on Tbeir Keeplne Quality In Cold Storaee. Eces cleaned and stored 
April 3, 1941 and removed from storage November 12, 19(1. Fl!ty poul!da 
water wer·e used 1n washing each lot of eccs. Bon Ami powder was used 
In washlnJ all lots except C and E . Each lot contained 360 eggs. AU 
figures Usted in table are percentages. 
Inedible Aadltlonal In- Total percent-
eggs edible eggs round age or Inedible 
Lot Treatment found by by breaking the eggs found In 
candling 2nd & 3rd grade sound shell 
.,,. eggs , 
" 
, 
A Soiled shell eggs u sed as 1.1 controls 0 (AU broken) 1.1 
8 Clean shell eggs uaed aa 1.1 0 1.1 controls 
c Soiled eggs washed wlth 1.,._ Lewis lye at 460 F. to 520 F. .8 .8 1. 6 
D Soiled eggs washed with 1"1< ,E .3 1.1 Lew!.s l.Ye at 1 ooo F. to 790 F. 
E Soiled eggs washed w!tll tap 1.5 .3 1.8 water at 460 F. to 520 F. 
F Soiled eggs washed with tap 
.9 .9 1.8 water at 800 F. to 660 F. 
G Soiled eggs washed wltll tap 
.9 1.2 2.1 water at 1000 F. to 750 F. 
H Soiled eggs washed w!tll tap 
wate.r at 1100 F. to 820 F. .3 0 .3 
I Soiled eggs washed with tap 
.9 1.1 2.0 water at 1200 F. to 840 I". 
J Soiled eegs washed with tap 0 .3 .3 water at 1260 F. to 880 F. 
K Soiled eggs washed with tap 
.6 0 .6 water at 1300 F. to 880 F. 
L Soiled eggs washed with 1'){. Lewis_ Jie at 1300 F. to 900 F. 0 0 0 
M Soiled eggs washed w!m ~-" Lewis lve at '1300 F. to 950 F . 0 .3 .3 
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Table 4. Ertect ot Temperature of tho Water Used In Waahlng Soiled Shell Esa• (500 F.) 
on Tbeir Keeping QuaUty In Cold Storage. Eggs cleaned and stored April 9, 1941 and 
f'iemoved tr.om atoraee November 12, 1941. Each lot contained 360 eua. All figures 
listed In table are percentages. Fltty pounds water used In wasblng each lot of eggs. 
Bon Ami powder was u.sed in waahine each lot. 
Inedible Adclltiona.tln- Total percent-
eggs edible eegs found ace of Inedible 
Lot T'reatment found by by breakJ.ns the eua found In 
candling 2nd & 3rd grade sound shell 
eggs en• 
% ~ '1o 
A 
SolleCI snell eggs used as 1.1 2.2 ~.s 
con troll IAU broken) 
B 
Clean shell erg.s used as 0 0 0 
controlt 
c SoileCI 
•u• wasbod with l'Jo 
Lewis lie 480 F. to 520 F. 0 .6 
.s 
D 
Soiled eggs washed with l'ro 
Lewis !Yo at 1000 F. to 750 F . .3 .6 .9 
E Soiled e11
• washed with tap 
water at 48° F. to 52o F. 1.5 .3 1.8 
F 
Soiled eca:s washed with tap 
water at 800 F. to 540 F. 0 .6 .6 
0 Soiled •11s wash
ed with tap 
water at 100° F. to 77° F. .6 0 
.6 
H 
Soiled e11s wasbod with tap 
water at uoo F. to 790 F. .6 0 
.8 
I 
Soiled eus washed with tap 
water at 120° F. to 800 F. .9 0 
.9 
J 
Soiled eua washed with tap 
water at 126° F. to 82o F . .3 .6 
.9 
K 
Soiled eua washl!d with tap 
water at 130° F. to 84o F. 1.2 .9 2.
1 
L 
Soiled eua wasbed with 1~ 
Lewis tY• at 130° F. to 82" F. .6 .9 1.5 
M 
Soiled eags washed with Sf; 
Lewis lYe at 130° F. to 90° F. .6 0 .8 
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Table 5. Effect of Continuous Use of Lye Water When Wuhinf Soiled Shell Ens (500 F.) 
on Keeping Quality In Cold Storage. There were 29 pounds or water left after washing 
o.lllots in the same water. Bon Ami Powder was also used. Eggs c:leaned and stored 
Aprll 17, 1941 and removed from storage November 12, 1941. Each lot contained one 
case. All figures listed in table are percentages . 
Ine<lible Ad<litlonal in· Total percent· 
eggs edible ens found age or Inedible 
Lot Treatment found by by brealcing tbe eggs found In 
candling 2nd & 3rd grade sound shell 
escs egg• 
~ .,. .,. 
A Soiled shell eus used as .6 controls 0 (All broken) 
.6 
B 
Clean shell eggs used as 0 0 0 controls 
Soiled shell egcs was~ed In 1.,. 
lye water (700 F. to 630 F.) 
c 101 lbs. tap water was added 1.5 0 1.5 
to 50 lbs. of H20 atter wash· 
in.e: Lot c. 
D 
Same as C with same water 
.6 .3 .9 (630 F. to 590 F.) 
E Same as D with same water 0 .3 .3 at 59° F. to 57° F. 
F Same as D with water at 0 0 0 570 F . to 560 F . 
G Same as 0 with water o.t 
.6 0 .8 560 F . to 550 F. 
H Same as 0 with water at 
.9 .3 1.2 55°F. 
I Same as D with water at 0 .3 
.3 55° F. 
J Same as D with water at 550 F. 1.5 1.5 3.0 
K Same as D with water at 55° F . .6 0 .6 
L Same as D with wator at 1.2 .9 2.1 56° F. 
M ~arne as D with water at 56° F. 0 .3 .3 
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Table 6. Effect of the Temperature of the Water Used in Washing Soiled Shell Eggs 
(680 F.) on Their Keeping Quality in Cold Storage. Bon Ami wash!ni powder was 
also used. Eggs cleaned May 7. 1941 and removed from storage November 12# 
194 L Each lot contained one case. All figures Us ted in table are percentages. 
inedible 'Additional in· Total percent-
eggs edible eggs age of inedible 
Lot Treatment found by found by breaking eggs found in 
candiing the 2nd & 3rd sound shell 
grade eggs eggs 
'l'o 'l'o .,. 
A Soiled shell eggs used as .6 .6 1.2 controls IAll broken) 
B Clean shell eg~:s used as 0 0 0 controls 
Soiled shell eggs washed with 
water at a constant temper ... 
c ature of 120° F . and then 2.1 0 2,1 
·~ooled at room temperature 
about 75° F,l 
D Same as lot C at 1300 F. .3 .6 .9 
Same as lot C but coo led for 
E 10 minutes in iced l'l'o lye 
water a t 32° F. to 46° F. 
1.4 0 1.4 
Same as lo~ D but cooled for 
F 10 minutes in iced l'fo lye 
water at 37° F. to 41o F. 
.6 0 .6 
Same as lot C but cooled for 
G 10 minutes in a refrigerator 
at 32° F, to 46° F . using cir - .3 .6 .9 
culatin" air. 
Same as lot D but cooled in a 
H refrigerator at 46° F. to 64° F. 0 .3 .3 tor 15 minutes using circu-
latin"' air. 
SOiled shell eggs washed in tap 
I water 58° F . and then cooled 
.3 0 .3 for 10 minutes in 1% iced lye 
water at 370 F . 
Same as I but held two days at 
J 60° F. to ~r:. F. before dipping 2.6 .9 3.5 
in iced 1cr. e water 
K Same as J but held five days 1.8 1.5 3.3 later 
L Same as J but held seven days .9 .9 1.8 later 
M Same as J but held nine days . 9 .3 1.2 later 
N Sa~e1:s J but not dipped in iced e ·water .6 1.7 2.3 
Same as J 'but cooled at room 
0 temperature and stored with .. .6 0 .6 
out dicpin" in iced lye water 
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Experiments in 1942 
The experiments for 1942 were designed to test the value of 
a one percent lye water solution for preventing loss in shell eggs previously washed in water. Case lots of eggs were washed in cold 
water and then dipped in a one per cent cold lye water solution after 
various periods of time had elapsed. 
The results obtained in 1942 (Table 7) showed that lots of eggs 
washed in cold water suffered heavy losses. Dipping such eggs after 
washing in a cold lye water solution did not prevent these losses. 
Losses were heavy in eggs stored from April 16 to July 24, 1942. 
These results indicate that soiled eggs washed in water at low tem-peratures· become so infected that subsequent disinfection of the 
shell is not effective in preventing spoilage. Soiled eggs washed in lye water kept reasonably well (3.6 per cent loss) . 
Table 7. Stora,e Losses In SoUed Shell Eggs Cle&Aed by Washing In Cool Water and One · Per Cent Lye Water and Later Immersing In One Per Cent Lye Water. Eus treated and 
stored AprU 16, 1942 and removed from storage July 24, 1942, 
A 315 4 158 162 51.4 
B 328 0 71 71 21.6 
c 340 0 31 31 9.1 
D 340 3 20 23 6.8 
E 324 2 76 78 24.1 
F 355 3 40 43 12.1 
G 323 4 62 66 20.4 
B 336 2 10 12 3.6 
Experiments in 1943 
Again in 1943 experiments were conducted for the pu.rpose of finding the proper temperature of the water to use in washing market 
eggs that pass through the regular marketing channels. 
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The first test was started March 2 with soiled eggs having an 
internal temperature of 57•F. These eggs were divided into case 
lots and washed in water held near the following temperatures 47°F., 
60•F., 80°F., 100°F., no•F., 120°F., l30•F. to 120°F., 1SO•F., and 
140°F. The eggs were immersed in the water for about 15 minutes in 
all lots except that when the water was 140•F. the eggs were removed 
from the water after immersion for five minutes to avoid over-heat-
ing. The eggs were washed by hand when the water was 100•F. or 
cooler. An electric pump was used to agitate and wash the eggs in 
water held at uo•F. or higher temperatures. 
The eggs which were stored March 2 were removed from storage 
December 9, candled and broken to determine the loss (Table 8). 
Table 8. Effect of the ' Temperature of the 'water Used in Washing Soiled Eggs 
(Internal Temperature· 570 F.) Upon Their Keeping Quallty in Storage. Eggs were 
stored from March 2 to December 9. 1943. 
Pe-rcentage of Inedibles 
Found 
Lot Treatment No. By By 
Eggs Candling Breakln~r Total 
A Clean. unwashed 350 0 0.3 0. 3 
B Soiled, unwashed 350 0.6 2. 5 3.1 
c Soiled, washed in water at 1400 F. for 5 minutes 345 0 
0 0 
Soiled, washed in water at 1300 F. 
D to 120° F. This lot was held until :347 2.3 0 2.3 
January 25. 
E Soiled, washed in water at 1200 F. 344 1.2 .3 1.5 
F Soiled, washed in water at uou F. 346 2.0 5.2 7.2 
G Soiled. _washed in water at 1000 F. 333 5.1 . 6.6 11.7 
H Soiled, washed In water at 800 F. 338 1.8 11.2 13.0 
I Soiled, washed in water at 600 F . 331' 2.4 8.2 10.6 
J Soiled, washed in wat<!r at 470 F. 288 1.0 9.0 . 10.0 
The second test in 1943 was made to determine the relation of 
the temperature of the water to subsequent keeping quality and also 
to determine the effect of therrrio-stabili2ation (relatively high heat 
exposure) on eggs washed at different temperatures. These eggs 
were stored March 9 and were removed from storage December 9 
except where different dates are noted (Table 9). 
A third series of tests was made to determine the value of thermo-
stabilization when some time had elapsed between washing and 
thermo-stabilization in an effort to simulate conditions in marketing 
where eggs are washed on the farms. These eggs were stored March 
23 and held in storage until December 9, (except lot C) which was 
examined September 10 (Table 10). 
Table e. Btrect of the Temperature of the Water and Thermo•Stabillutica On Tbo Keeping Qua.Uty of SoUed. Eus Cleaned by Waahlng. "'-• internal temperature of the eggt before wuhln.c was 540 P'. Baas stored from March 9 to December 9. 1943. 
Lot Treatment No. 
±~ 4W 
C [ :'::"~ ~•llo<i In water 179 
0 1 :1t~~ ';.~"'•• In water 174 
J :.~::·F. In water 173 
Lots Not Oiled 
FoUiid 
0 
0 
8 
0 2 
0 6 
• 
3 33 
14 
u :.:. 
4 1.1 
iT 4.4-
1 0,5 161 I 
1 0.7 144 0 
7 4.1 168 2 
2 1.2 172 I 
6 3,4 170 I 
5 2,8 178 • 
36 22.5 180 0 
15 8.7 178 • 
Total 
No. 'II. 
3 4 2.4 
0 0 0 
3 5 3.0 
2 3 1.7 
2 1.2 
5 2,8 
0 0 0 
2 6 3.4 
Table 10. The Value of Thermo-Stabilization In Preventing Spoilage in Sholl Eggs Which Were Improperly Washed Sometime Before Treatment. Soiled eggs with an Internal te.mperature of 860 F. were washed In water a t • 60 F. Eus held in storage from March 23 to December 9, 19• 3. ~old In &lr cell developed In sever al ergs which 
were oiled, indicating contamination of the oil with mold. 
Lot Treatment No. Tc,tal 
Eggs NO, .,.. 
A Clean, 179 0 0 0 0 
AT _ ;::~ u in":~ atl.ioo" F . 176 ~lcf 0 5 2.8 B 359 TI 5 16 4,5 
c 10 172 4 22 26 15.1 
and 
CT afte r drying Immersed in oU f~r I 0 172 0 I I 0.6 minutes at aoo F . Examined 
Sept. 10 
E :soued, 180 2 1 11.7 SOUe<l, and two days later 
ET 
'i'400' F. in oil for I 0 minutes at 167 0 0 0 0 
F 176 -3 7 10 5. 7 SOiled, and thr ee d'Q'S later PT l7cj0" " in oU for 10 minutes at 176 7 4 11 6.3 I• 'F. 
0 SOiled. 1"7 6 8 14 7.9 
GT 
and four ~- later 
" in oil for 10 minutes at 166 3 6 9 5.4 aooF. 
H 180 10 zs 10,1 
HT 
. and nve do.ys late r 
" Ill oil for 10 minutes a t 172 4 0 • 2 .3 1400 F. 
I 163 12 7 
.9 11.7 
IT 
and five days later 
_1
400 
F. • in oil for 10 minutes at 179 3 3 6 3 ,4 
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Table 11. Effect of Pasteurization of Shell Eggs on Their KeepLne Quality 1n Cold Stora.ge. Eeas 
s tored May 17, 194.3 and removed from storage October 23, 194.3. 
Eggs Not Oiled ·~gr_•_ . ~~~.~~ ;~r 
~o. L ·•• Found By ~;;. ..oss Found By Eggs ta! rota! 
Case History and Treatment Ex:a.m· Candl- B';:~- !Per Exam· c~:-- Break· !No. I~:;. !ned lng No. 
A 1 Clean ~ggs, 
360 _Q_ 9 9 
· B. Djrty -~~gs, 
360 2 22 24 
c 'iiitw.~~";;.; 1~o::.-1r dirty 72 0 9 9 
~;-r-t 9 l2 
.....; r 2 
ame as 
I i;::~-for All Dirty 1512 24 273 2jl7 
I cent !ned !ng 
2.5 
6,7 
12.5 41 0 0 0 0 
6 155 0 I I 0.~ 
114 159 I 0 I _ll& 
147 4 0 4 
,0 
.5 
lt!.G· 1265 12 6 20 1.6 
*LOIS~ anao < u water tor 
7 minute~ a.t aoo F . 
•Lot J Same as E Plus Oil 
Processed at Room Temperature 
Table 12, Effect of Pasteurization of Shell Eggs on Their Keeping Quality in Cold Stor· 
age. Eggs were stored May 29, 1943 and removed from storage October 23, 1943,. 
No. eggs Loss found by 
Case History and Treatment exam- Total 
ined Candlinl! Breaking No. 
" A Clean ef,lJtS, untreated controls 355 0 1 1 0.3 B Dirty eags, untreated controls 356 4 32 36 10.1 
D1 
Warm (70-800 F.) dirty egg s, 
washed in water (600 F.) 104 1 30 31 29.8 
D2 Same as D1 but rotated in oil for 101 I 0 I 1.0 10 minutes at 1400 F . 
E1 Same as 01 180 9 54 63 35.0 
E2 Same as E1 but rotated in oil for 152 4 0 4 2.6 10 minutes at 1400 F. 
G1 Same as D1 114 2 54 56 49.1 
Same as G1 but rotated in 1 'lO lye 
G2 water for 7 minutes at 1400 F . 120 1 2 3 2.5 
and after drvlno! dipped in oil 
H1 Same as D1 180 4 46 50 27.8 
H.2 Same as H 1 ,but treated the same 
as G2 132 2 1 3 2.3 
It Same as Dt 163 4 44 48 29.4 
12 
·Same as 11 but treated the 
same as G2 169 0 1 1 0.6 
All dirty Washed but not pasteurized 741 20 228 248 33.5 
eggs 
All dirty Washed and pasteur-ized 674 8 4 12 1.8 
ens 
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Beginning May 17, 1943 a series of experiments were planned 
to test the pasteurizing effect of the thermo-stabilization process for 
preventing loss in shell eggs during storage. The tests were repeated 
eight times in this series. The eggs were held in storage until 
October 23 when they were candled and broken (Table 11) . Another 
series of similar tests was imtiated May 29, and these eggs were also 
removed from storage October 23 (Table 12). 
Results obtained in 1943 indicated that the process of heating 
shell eggs to relatively high temperatures (thermo-stabilization) 
could be used to minimize losses in such eggs when stored. The 
results suggested that if three or more days elapse between washing 
and thermo-stabilization the process was not as effective as when 
applied soon after washing. 
Experiments in 1944 
In 1944 soiled eggs were again cleaned by washing in water of 
different temperatures in an effort to check previous years' results 
Table 13. The Relation of the Temperature of the Water Used in Washing 
Soiled Eggs to Keeping Quality in Storage. Internal egg temperature 
600 F. Eggs stored from April 3 to December 4, 1944. 
Inedibles Found by 
Lot Kind of Eggs & Treatment No. Total 
Eggs Candling Breaking No. % 
A Clean, unwashed 360 0 1 1 0.3 
B Clean, immersed in water for 355 1 3 4 1.1 15 minutes at 500 F. 
c Clean, immersed in water for 357 0 5 5 1.4 15 minutes at 1300 F. 
D Soiled, unwashed 360 7 1~4 131 36.4 
E Soiled, washed in water for 349 19 14 33 9.5 15 minutes at 500 F. 
F Soiled, washed in water for 3,39 5 6 11 3.2 15 minutes at 1000 F. 
G Soiled, washed in water for 339 6 14 20 5.9 15 minutes at 1100 F. 
H Soiled, washed in water for 349 5 27 •32 9.2 15 minutes at 1200 F. 
Soiled, washed in water for 
I 10 minutes at 1300 F. and 331 0 2 2 0.6 then immersed in water for 
10 seconds at 1700 F, 
J Soiled, washed in water for 323 0 6 6 1.9 10 minutes at 1300 F. 
K Soiled, wasl:led in water for 300 0 1 1 0.3 15 minutes at 1300 F. 
Soiled, washed in water at 
L 500 F. and then immersed 344 6 10 2.9 for 10 seconds in water at 4 
1700 F. 
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Table 14. Effect of Pasteurization of Shell Eggs on Their Keeping Quality 
in Cold Storage. Egg temperature 470 F. Eggs stored from April 28 to 
December 4, 1944. 
Inedibles Found by 
Lot Kind of Eggs & Treatment No. Total 
Eggs Candling Breaking No. ,. 
A Clean, unwashed 360 0 0 0 0 
B 
Clean, Immersed for 15.-min-
358. 3 6 9 2.5 utes in water at 54° F . 
c Clean, immersed for 15 min- 356 0 2 2 0.6 
utes In water at 130° F. 
0 Soiled, unwashed ;t60 5 10 15 4.2 
E Soiled, washed in water for 325 13 8 21 6.5 15 minutes at 54° F. 
F Soiled, washed in water for 324 16 16 32 9,9 15 minutes at 1000 F. 
G Soiled, washed in water for 335 0 15 15 4.5 15 minutes at 1100 F. 
H Soiled·, washed in water for 319 2 5 7 2.2 15 minutes at 1200 F. 
Soiled, washed in water for 
I 15 minutes at 1300 F. and 242 0 1 1 0.4 immersed in water for 10 
seconds at 170° F. 
J Soiled, washed in water for 317 2 1- 3 0.9 10 minutes at 1300 F. 
K Soiled, washed in water for 324 0 0 0 0 15 minutes at 1300 F. 
Soiled, washed in water at 
L 54° F . and then immersed 301 4 4 8 2.7 in water for 10 seconds at 
170° ·F. 
and to establish the most satisfactory temperature to use. The 
value of "flash pasteurizing'', as compared to longer exposures at 
lower temperatures (thermo-stabilization) was also investigated. 
Five trials were made extending from April 3 to June 17 in order to 
include eggs of variable storage quality. As will be observed from 
the tables (13-17) in a majority of the treatments the eggs were 
held in the water while being washed for a period of 15 minutes. 
The results obtained in 1944 showed that heavy losses sometimes 
occurred when eggs were washed in water which had an initial tem-
perature of 120°F. when the eggs were placed ·in the water. In all 
these tests eggs washed in water held at 130°F. kept unusually well 
in storage. These results also showed that flash pasteurizing (10 
seconds in water at 170°F.) was not effective in all cases in prevent-
ing spoilage in storage. 
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Table 15. Effect o! Pasteurization of Shell Eggs on Their Keeping Quality 
in Cold Storage. Egg temperature 720 F. Eggs stored from May 29 to 
December 4, 1944. 
Inedibles Found by 
Lot Kind of Eggs & Treatment No. Total 
Eggs Candling Breaking No. ~ 
A Clean, unwashed 360 0 5 5 1.4 
B 
Clean, immersed in water for 353 2 1 3 0.9 15 minutes at 620 F. 
c 
Clean, immersed for 15 min-
353 4 2 6 1.7 utes in 1'fo lye water at 130° F. 
D Soiled, unwashed 360 19 11 30 8.3 
E 
Soiled, washed in water for 335 14 25 39 11.6 15 minutes at 62° F. 
Soiled, washed in water for 
F 15 minutes at 100° F. start- 348 5 15 20 5.7 
ing temperature . 
Soiled, washed in water for 
G 15 minutes at 1100 F. start- 289 34 28 62 21.5 
ingtemperature 
Soiled, washed in water for 
H 15 minutes at 120 F. start- 234 2 3 5 2.1 
ing tem~erature 
Soiled, washed in 1% lye 
1 water for 10 minutes at 360 4 4 8 2.2 
130° F. 
K 
Soiled, washed in water for 
320 7 3 10 3.1 10 minutes at 1350 F. 
Soiled, washed in water at 
L 62° F. and then immersed in 306 6 2 8 2.~ water for 4 seconds at 
2050 F. 
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Table 16. Effect of Pasteurization of Shell Eggs on Their Keeping Quality 
in Cold Storage. Egg temperature 58° F. Eggs stored from June 3 to 
December 4, 1944, 
Inedibles Found by 
Lot Kind of Eggs & Treatment No. Total 
E~~s Candlinll Breaking No. % 
A Clean, unwashed 360 4 2 6 1.7 
B 
Clean, immersed in water at 353 0 4 4 1.1 600 F. 
Clean, immersed in water at 
c 600 F, and then immersed in 350 0 5 5 1.4 
water for 5 seconds· at 200° F. 
D Soiled, unwashed 360 . 5 1 6 1.7 
E 
Soiled, washed in water at 330 5 32 37 11.2 600 F. 
F Clean, \lDwashed 360 0 0 0 0 
G Soiled, washed in water a t 324 11 22 33 10,2 110° F . 
H Soiled, washed in water at 341 0 27 27 7.9 1200 F. 
I 
Soiled, washed in water for 284 12 7 19 6.7 10 minutes at 1300 F. 
J 
Soiled, washed in water for 276 4 0 4 1,4 J minutes at 135° F. 
K Soiled, washed in water for 252 0 0 0 0 7 minutes at 1400 F. 
Soiled, washed in water at 
L 60 F. and immersed in water 318 6 3 9 2.8 
for 5 seconds at 2000 F . 
M Soiled, washed in water at 340 3 47 50 14.7 60° F. 
N Clean, unwashed 360 0 0 0 0 
0 Soiled, unwashed 360 4 3 7 1.9 
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Table 17. Effect of Pasteurization of Shell Eges on Their Keeping Quality 
in Cold Storage. Egg temperature 70° F. Ens stored·from June 17 to 
December 4, 1944. 
lneclibles Found by 
Lot Kind of Eggs & Trelltment No. Total 
Eggs Candlinll Breaking No. % 
B 
Clean, immersed in water for 360 1 2 3 0.8 15 minutes at 66° F. 
D Soiled, unwashed 360 3 22 25 6.9 
E 
Soiled, washed in water at 322 40 15 55 17.1 66° F. 
F 
Soiled, washed in water at 348 29 1 36 10.3 100° F. 
G 
·Soiled, washed in water at 331 31 5 36 10.9 110° F. 
H 
Soiled, washed in water at 340 21 37 64 18.8 120° F. 
Soiled, washed in water for 
I 
10 minutes at 1300 F. and 284 12 12 24 8.5 then immersed in water for 
10 seconds at 1100 F. 
J 
Soiled, washed in water for 305 I 2 3 1.0 10 minutes at 135° F. 
K Soiled, washed in
 water for 
10 minutes at 130° F. 322 1 5 
6 1.9 
Soiled, washed in water at 
L 
66° F. and then immersed 324 19 15 34 10.5 in water !or 10 seconds at 
170° F. 
Experiments in 1945 
19 
The 1945 experiments were designed to determine the relative 
value of a short exposure to high temperatures (flash pasteurization) 
as compared to longer exposures at lower temperatures (thermo-
stabilization) for soiled eggs cleaned by washing. The experiments 
were repeated nine times from April13 to June 22, 1945. This period 
covered a desirable as well as an undesirable period for storing Mid-
Western eggs. All lots of soiled eggs were first washed in tap 
water and then subjected to various treatments-flash pasteuriza-
tion in hot water or oil and thermo-stabilization. In some Jots the 
water consisted of a Klenzade solution. Included in the observations 
were soiled eggs that had been washed with an egg w:ashing machine 
in a packing plant. The results are summarized for the nine tests 
and presented in -Table 18. It is clearly evident from these results 
that short exposure to high temperatures (dash pasteurization) can-
not be relied upon to prevent spoilage of shell eggs that have been 
washed and stored. 
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These results again showed that thermo-stabilization in water 
(15 minutes at 130 F.) was very effective in minimizing losses in 
storage, reducing the spoilage to Jess t han two per cent. 
Table 18, (Part I). Effect of Washl.ng, Pasteurization and 'I1lermo-Stab111zation on the 
Keeping Quality of Shell Eus. 'I1le figures in the ti.ble are percentage of loao per 
cue. Eus broken out November 1, 1945. 
Lot D LotE Lot F LotG 
LotC Same as C Same .. c Same· as C Same aa F 
Data Lot A Lot B Dirty.,. plus im- plua !m- plus im- plua 10 to 18 
Stored Clean Dlrty washed in mer sed mer sed mersed for oeconda in 
Eggs Eges tap water for 10 for 35 to 15 minutes 'Water held 
·S.eCo.nds in 145. aeconds in Klenzade u · uo.o F. 
water held to oil held solution h~ld 
at 1600 F. at 160° F . at 1300 F. 
~ ~ ~ ~ .,. ,. ,. 
4 -13-4 5 0 5.3 9.6 7.5 5.0 0.6 0.6 
4 -20-45 0 7.8 19.8 8 .2 5.8 1. 7 0.9 
4 -27-45 0 3.9 16.7 6.7 .20.0 0.9 
5-4 -4 5 0.3 2.5 1 .9 5.6 10.6 0.3 
5-12-45 0.3 2.5 2 .6 3.3 ~.4 1.2 
5-18- 4 5 0 5.8 2 .9 5 .5 6.5 0.9 0.9 
6-1 -45 0 .6 5.3 19.8 8 . 1 3 1.8 6.2 3.0 
6-15-45 0.3 8.5 30.3 2.5 13.0 1.6 2.• 
6-22-45. 1. 1 6.2 20.7 6.4 21.4 3.2 ••• Total 
4 -13 to 0.3 5.1 19.9 6.0 '13.0 1.8 1.1 
6 -22 
Table 18. (Part 11). 
LotH LOt 1 LotJ Lot K Lot L Lot M Lot N 
Same as C Samo asH Same asH D1rty 'Ibe1e Same as L Same as L 
Date plus im- plus lm- plus im- .,. were 
Stored mer sed mer sed mer sed washed dlrty eus 
in cold for 10 to !or 30 to for 5 washed 
Kle=ade 30 sec- 45 sec- minutes with an 
solution onds ln onds in in eu wash-
water oil held Klenzade lne ma-
bold at at 1600 F. solutlon chine ln a 
160° F. held at packl.ng 
1400 F. plant ,. ,. ,. ,. .,. .,. .,. 
4 -13-45 10.2 1.4 5 .2 0.3 
4 -20-4 5 14.0 3.7 13.8 0.6 
4 -27-45 20. 1 7.9 19.7 9.0 
5-4-45 10.3 2.4 4.5 0 
5-12-4 5 10.6 1.5 7.3 1.2 
5-18-4 5 2.4 2.8 5.1 1.2 9.0 13.1 16.9 
6 -1-45 12.5 8.7 12.4 3.9 25.5 15.7 31.9 
8 -15-45 10.3 8.2 3.5 2.4 11.8 12.8 H .2 
6-22-45 5.2 3.3 8.5 2.5 ~u.o 7 .4 13.8 
Total 
4 -13 to 10.6 4 .4 8.5 2.4 16.5 12.2 18.8 
6-22 
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Experiments in 1946 
The experiments planned for 1946 were designed to test the 
value of surface cleaning of soiled shell eggs, flash pasteurizing and 
thermo-stabilizing. From previous work it was evident that surface 
cleaning or flash pasteurizing which reaches only the shell of the 
egg could not be relied on tO protect shell eggs against spoilage which had been cleaned by washing and especially during warm weather. 
These experiments 'Yere planned to cover the period from April 19 to June 28 and therefore include the desirable storage eggs of 
April and early May as well as J une eggs which are not generally 
considere.d good storage eggs. 
The 1946 experiments were also designed to give more detailed 
information as to the kind of loss that occurs in washed soiled eggs (Tables 19-27). 
The 1946 results showed that cleaning the surface of the shell 
of soiled eggs by wa.shing in a one per cent lye water solution was 
not effective in preventing loss. Evidently these soiled eggs had become infected so that surface cleaning could not prevent spoilage. 
The earlier work of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station 
which showed that soiled shell eggs cleaned by washing in a one per 
cent lye water solution kept well in storage was done with early April 
eggs and apparently eggs which had not become infected internally; 
Table 19. A Comparison of the Methodo of Cleaning on the KeepinJ Quality or Sholl Erg~ Stored from Aprlll9 to November 19, 1946. Egg temperature 560 F. and 
water temperature 540 F. 
, or ross round t>y Lot Kind of ens No, 
MOld ~~~~~l I Stucl: Yolk _and.,._ ·•· eggs lng I.KOtS ureon :>our INO. "" :lean. 360 u u ISOlled. 360 1.1 u.a 1 . 1.~ ••• u •• 0 :1 1!:~::- lin 104 1.9 1.9 1.9 5.8 0 
c2 
!SOiled, lin 
~~~~er J,ye 129 4.6 0.8 1.6 7.0 1 0.8 
1soued, .in 
!water then 1m-
•
14 tn water D ~;~~0 5 minutes at 281 0. 7 0.1 4 1.4 F. (Thermo-
....... "" 
lln 
!water, s tabll!zed las D and after 
E1 1 ~,, ~ lmmer sed 344 0.6 0,6 2 0.6 liD proceulng 
lou 
1
.
600 
20 seconds 
lat  F. 
Table 20, A Comparlaon or the Method$ of CJ.e&DI.q on the Keep~ Quality or Shell 
Eggs Stored !rom April 26 to November 19, 1946. Eu temperature 550 F. aDd 
water temperature 550 F. 
liD 
water and then lm-
164 
D mersed in water tor 288 
1s mtnutes .at 1so0.r· 
l iD 
water, stabilized as 
E In D and after dry- 108 1 ~ Immer sed In 8ifl 
processing oil for 
12o at 1600 F. 
ISOile<l, .ID 
water and afte.r dry-
E2 ~ Immersed In eu 108 
processtne oU for 
12o a t 150o F. 
4 ,9 
0,3 
11.1 
of lou found by 
1.8 1.2 1.2 9,1 1 0,8 
0.3 0,6 0 
0,9 0.9 1 0.9 
3,7 1.9 1,9 18.8 0 
Table 21 . A Compartaon of the Methods of Cleontnc on the Keeping Quality of Shell 
Err• Stored from May 3, 1948 to NoV.ember 19, 1946. En temperature 660 F. and 
water te mperature 560 F. 
' or lou found by 
Lot Kind of e ggs No. II:~ lstuek Yolk and ~ I.Qk I HOtS INO, ,. :lean, u u 
ISOlle<!. 324 o.e 0,9 1.5 0 
;I l:':ee:· l iD 108 7,4 11.1 3.7 1.9 24 .1 0 
ISOUed, . ID 
c2 lone cent lye I water solution 158 2.6 14.1 12.8 29.5 1 10.8 
!SOiled, l in 
!water and then 1m-
D mersed in water for 358 0,8 0.6 1 0.3 15 m!=tes at 
130° F. (Thermo-
......... "' 
In 
1;; .. ·· -after 
Bt Immersed 160 0,6 0.8 1.2 0 
'ln. ~ proceaalng 
joll 20 secoada 
:a t 160° F, 
1:souea. ID 
water and alter 
E2 
cl17iDc Immersed 171 18.3 20.5 17.8 0,8 58.0 0 ln_eu processing 
,oU /::o 20 seeoDda 
at F. 
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The 1946 results also showed that under the conditions of this 
experiment flash pasteurization had no value for preventing spoilage in shell eggs that had been cleaned by washing and then stored. The effectiveness of thermo-stablization in preventing spoilage in storage was again demonstrated. It should be noted that there 
was a tendency for this much heating to increase the incidence of 
stuck yolks found on breaking. 
Table 22. A CoD>parlaon of the Methods ol Clet.Dlnc on the Keeplnc Quality of Shell EU, Stored from May 10, 1946 to November 19, 1946. Eu temperature 580 F. aDd 
water temperature 570 F, 
PercentaJre ol losstfoundl by Lot !Qndj of en s No. Cancll- Br~ Total Stuck Yolk and Treatment ens l.ng Rots Green Sour M\ll!y Mold Loss No. ~ A Clean, unwuhed 360 0 0 B Soiled, unwuhed 360 1.1 2.5 2.5 0,3 0.3 6.7 2 0,6 
cl 
Soiled. washed 1n 164 20.1 12.8 1,8 3.7 38,4 0 water 
Soiled, washed 1n 
c2 one per eent ~e 
water solution 
l H 0,7 1.4 2,8 4.9 0 
SoUed, washed 1n 
water and then im-
D mer sed ln water 327 0,3 2.1 0,6 3,0 7 2.1 for 15 ml.nutes at 
130° F. (Thermo-
s tab!Uzed) 
Soiled, washed 1n 
water, stalft.lt.zed 
as 1n D aDd after 
El drying immersed 144 0.7 1.4 2.1 0 1n en processl.ng 
oU for 20 seeoods 
at 160° F 
Soiled, washed 1n 
water and, o,!ter 
Ez dry1nc ~rsed 1H 2,8 13,8 8.9 1.4 25.0 0 1n en proceaslnc 
oU for 20 seconds 
at 1800 F, 
Table 23. A Compar ison of the Methods of Cleaning on the Keeping Quality of Shell 
Eggs Stored from May 17 to November 19, 1946. Egc temperature 660 F. and 
water temperature 570 F. 
Percentage or loss found by 
Lot Kind of eggs No. Candl- >~reaking Total Stuck Yolk 
A 
B 
cl 
c2 
D 
El 
E2: 
and Treatment Eggs · !ng Rots Green Sour Must. Mold Loss No. ,. 
Clean .. unwashed 360 0.6 0.6 0 
SoUed. unwashed 360 •3 •. 6 · 1.9 3.9 9.~ 0 
Soiled, washed in 
water 
102 20.6 11.8 26.5 2.0 80.9 0 
SoUed, washed in 
one per cent lye 144 4. 2 2.1 0.7 2.1 9 .• 1 0 
wate.r solution 
Soiled, washed in 
water and then im-
mer sed in water 423 0. 9 0.3 0.3 0.3 0. 3 2.1 1 0 .3 
for 15 uUnutes at 
130° F. (Thermo-
stabilized) 
Soiled, washed in 
water. stabilized 
as in D and after 
dry!ng<im!Jlersed 180 1.1 1, 1 0 
in egg processing 
oU. for 20 seconds 
at 160° F, 
Soiled, washed in 
water and after 
drying immersed 180 15,0 22.'2 5.6 42.8 0 in egg processing 
oil for 20 seconds 
at 160° F. 
Table 24. A Comparison of the Methods of Cleaning on the Keeping Quality of Shell 
Eggs Stored from May 24 to November 29, 1946. Egc temperature sao F. and 
water temperature sso F. 
Percentage of loss found by 
Lot Kind of eggs Np, Candl- Breald.I Total Stuck Yolk 
and Treatment Eggs ing Rots Green Sour Mus tv Mold Loss No. 'J. 
A Clean, unwashed 360 0 
B SoUed, unwashed 360 1.7 2,8 0.6 1.4 0.3 6.7 0 
cl 
Soiled, washed in 108 16. 7 20.4 0.9 0.9 38.9 0 water 
Soiled, washed in 
c2 one per cent lye 
water solution 
153 2,0 4.6 3.3 9.9 0 
Soiled, washed in 
water and then 1m-
D mersed in water 333 1.8 0 ,3 2. 1 1 0.3 for 15 minutes at 
1300 F. (Thermo-
stabilized) 
Soiled, washed in 
water. stabilized 
as in D and after 
E1 drying Immersed 179 1.7 1.1 1.1 3.9 4 2.2 
in egg processing 
oU lor 20 seconds 
at 160° F. 
SoUed, washed in 
water and alter 
E2 
drying immersed 144 3,5 9.7 10.4 3.5 4.9 32.0 0 in egg processing 
oil for 20 seconds 
at 160° F , 
Table 25. A Comparison or the Methods of C1eaninr on the Keeping Quality of Shell Eus Stored from June 14 to November 19. 1946. Egg temperature 760 F. and 
water temperature 630 F. 
Percentage of loss round by 
Lot Klnd of eus No. Candl- Brellk.IJ: g Total Stuck Yolk 
A 
B 
cl 
c2 
D 
El 
E2 
an4 Treatment Eggs inll IIA>ta Green Sour Muatr Mold Loss No. ft Clean. unwashed 360 0 0 Soiled, unwashed 360 1.1 1.1 1.4 0.3 3.9 0 Soiled, wasbeCI In 100 water 27.0 11.0 18.0 2.0 58.0 0 
Soiled, washed In 
one per cent tye 184 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.8 0 
water so lution 
Soiled, washed In 
water and then lm-
meraed in water 380 0.3 0.3 0.6 0 for IS minutes at 
1300 F. (Thermo-
stablllzedl 
Soiled. washed In 
water. stabilized 
as in D and after 
dry!nc immersed I H 0.7 0.7 1.4 1 0.7 In en processing 
oil lor 20 seconds 
at 1800 F. 
Soiled. washed In 
water and aft.er 
dry!Jli immersed IH 3.5 8.3 o. 7 7.6 20.1 0 In •e& processing 
oU tor 20 seconds 
at 180° F. 
Table 28. A Comparison or the Methods or Clean!nc on the Keeping QuaUtr at Shell Ens Stored from June 21 to Novembe.r 19. 1946. Egg temperature 570 F. and 
water temperature 650 F • 
• or loss found bv Lot ii.otece• No. i:~; ~Yo: IEus l.rur Rots Sour Mu atv Mold E 324 0 0 360 1.1 3.3 2.2 0.3 0.3 7.2 0 
Cl :~::· iin 72 2.8 2,8 2.8 8.4 0 
in 
C2 ·~~~er tye 124 3.2 0.8 1.6 5.6 0 
in 
wate.r then bn-
D lin water 288 I. 7 0.3 0.7 0,3 3.0 2 0.7 ;;r;,o F. at 
in 
water. stablllzed 
as in D and after 
El dry!nJ immersed 144 3.5 3.5 1 0.7 in eeg processlnr 
oU lt:;o 20 seconds 
at II 'F. 
In 
water and after 
E2 drylnJ Immersed IH 3.5 2.1 1.4 4.9 8,3 20.2 0 in eu processlnc 
oU for 20 seconds 
at 160° F 
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Tabl e 27. A Comparison of the Methods of CleaniDg on the Keeping Quality of Shell 
Eggs Stored from June 28 to November 19, 194 6. Eu temperature 6~ F . and 
water temperature 550 F. 
of loss found by 
Lot Kind of ·eggs No. ing i.:~: Stuek Yolk and Treatment ~ I :Rots I Sour I Mold INo. % A. = .3 .3 B ISonecl. !60 2.5 .8.1 2.5 13. 4 1. 
cl ~~::· l in 100 6,0 5.0 4 .0 15.0 0 
~ ~~ed, lin 
c2 128 7.8 3.1 0.8 0.8 12.5 1 0.8 
I "'~f,;r 
1 soued, 1·1n 
water and then im-
D l ~rrd fn water 324 1.5 1.5 0 5 minutes at 
.;: .... !.: . .:: 
nn 
•ater, ...... ,,.. ·• 
El 
~· .:;, and.after 
144 0.7 0.7 o. 7 0.7 2.8 0 immersed 
tn' proeesstog ~~;;~02~ seeonds 
l in 
water and after 
E2 drying immersed 1n 'egg processing 180 4.4 3.3 3.9 1,7 13.3 0 
oU tor 20 seconds 
at 160° F 
Experiments in 1947 
The experiments in 1947 were again designed to check previous 
work -in an attempt to find a satisfactory method of so treating soiled 
eggs that they would stand up while in storage. Clean eggs were 
also oil processed, thermo-stabilized at a temperature of 130°F. for 
16 and 15 minutes with and without oil processing; soiled eggs were 
washed in cold water, half of these being oil processed. Eggs soiled 
and after washing were thermo-stabilized at a temperature of 130°F . 
for 16 and 12 minutes respectively. One half were oil processed. 
In addition, soiled eggs after being washed were thermo-stabilized 
at a temperature of 140°F. by immersing in water for 5 minutes. 
These treatments were repeated at weekly intervals, extending.from 
April SO to June 25, the eggs being removed .f rom storage November 
18. An attempt was made to classify the type of spoilage encoun-
tered in storage when eggs were treated in various ways. 
Nature of Spoilage.-On the 19,886 eggs used in these experi-
ments 2,187 or 10.9 per cent were inedible. The great bulk of this 
loss occurred in the two. lots of soiled eggs which were washed in cold 
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water-one of these lots being oil processed. Of the 2,187 inedible 
eggs, 980 or .44.8 per cent were detected by candling. The remaining 
loss which was detected by breaking, was classified as follows: 
Green rots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 795 86.8 % 
Sour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 1.2% 
Rots .... ...... ...... ...... ... .. 858 16.0% 
Stuck yolks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 0.7% 
Musty eggs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 0. 7 % 
Table 28. Storage Losses in Oil Processed Clean Shell Eas• Stored April 30 to June 25 
and Held Until November 18, 1947. 
Losses {Number ) found by ToW 
Date No. Brealdn, Loss 
Stored Eggs CandllnJ Green SOur Rots Stuck Musty No. f, 
APril 30 180 9 • 1 I IS 8.3 May 7 180 0 I I 0.6 
May 14 180 8 I 3 12 6.7 
May 21 178 0 2 2 1.1 
June of. 180 0 0 
June 11 173 0 0 
June 18 178 I I 0.6 
June 25 179 0 u 0 
ToW U28 17 6 I 3 • 0 31 2.2 
Table 29. Storage Losses In Natural Clean Shell Eegs Storod April 30 to June 25 
and Held Until November 18, 1947 . 
Losses {~er)!oundDy ToW 
Date No. Breald.ll Loss Stored Eggs Candlln.g Green SOur Hots Stuck Musty No. f, April 30 179 0 0 0 
Mav 7 180 0 2 2 1.1 May 14 179 1 I 0.6 May 21 180 1 I 0.6 June 4 179 0 0 June 11 176 0 0 June 18 17S 0 0 0 June 25 180 0 0 0 Total 1432 1 3 u 0 0 0 4 0.3 
Table 30. Storage Losses In Clean Shell Eggs Immersed in Water !or 16 Minutes at 
130° F. and 011 P rocessed. Stored April 30 to June 25 and beld until 
November 18, 1947. 
Losses {NUmoer) found by Total 
Date No. Break In Loss Stored Eggs Candling Green Sour Rots stuck MustY' No. ,, 
April 30 178 0 0 0 
May7 172 0 0 0 
Maya 166 I I 0.8 
May 21 175 0 0 0 June 4 176 0 0 0 
June 11 179 u 0 
Juno 18 178 0 0 0 
June 25 172 0 u 0 Total 1396 I 0 0 0 0 I 0.07 
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The results obtained in 1947 substantiate previous findings. They 
showed that clean eggs keep unusually well, that washed eggs may 
suffer heavy losses but that such losses may be reduced almost to 
those ·found in clean eggs by the proper use of heat. 
Table Sl. Storage Loa sea in Clean SbeU Egg1 Immersed in Water for 16 Minutes at 
1300 F. Stored Aprll30 to June 25 and hold until November 18, 1847. 
Losaea l~mber) found by Total 
Date No. Break!nl! Lou 
Stored Eaas Candling o ·reen Sour R.Ot$ :Stuel< Musty No. 
" April 30 1'15 u 0 ~ 
M~7 181 0 0 
Mts 14 173 0 0 0 
May 21 185 u u u 
June 4 177 I 1 0 .8 
June 11 177 0 4 4 2.3 
June 18 I 3 0 u u 
June 25 16• 0 0 0 
Total 1370 1 0 0 4 0 0 5 0.4 
Table 32. Storage Losses in Clean Sbell Ega:s lm.mersed ln Water for 12 Minutes at 
1300 F. and 011 Processed. Stored April 30 to June 25 and he ld until 
November 18, 194 7 
Lou•• (N11mber) found by Totu 
Date No. Brealtin Lou 
Stored En s Candling Green Sour Roh Stuck Muaty No. 
., 
A_j)ril 30 17Y u 0 0 
~~. 177 0 0 0 174 0 1 1 0 . 8 
May 21 166 u u 0 
June 4. 176 0 0 0 
Ju.n.e 11 177 2 1 3 1.7 
JQne 18 177 0 0 u 
June 25 176 0 0 0 
ToW 1402 2 0 0 0 2 0 4 0.3 
Teble 33. Storage Losses In Clean Shell Eggs Immersed In Water for 12 Minute s at 
130° F. Stored April 30 to June 25 and bold until November 18, 1947. 
Lones (Number}found by Total 
Date No. Brea.kin Lou 
Stored Eggs Candling Greon Sour Rots Stuck Musty No. 
.,., 
"'""'rll 30 178 u 
0 0 
May 7 165 0 0 0 
May 14 176 0 1 I 0.6 
May 21 175 0 0 u 
June 4. 173 0 0 0 
June 11 178 1 1 2 1.1 
June 18 170 0 0 0 
JW>O 25 175 u 0 u 
Total 1390 1 0 0 _o_ 2 _ 0 3 0.2 
Table 34. Storage Losses In Soiled Shell Eggs Washed In Cold Tap Water and Oil 
Processed. Stored April 30 to June 25 and held until November 18, 1947. 
Losses {Number ) round by Total 
Date No. Breakln Loss Stored Eus Can ell!,. Green Sour Rots Stuck MUStJ' No. .,.. 
April 30 180 82 12 26 120 66.7 May 7 180 154 10 15 179 99.4 May14 180 114 27 30 171 95.0 May 21 180 H 52 20 116 64 .4 June 4 180 4 150 154 85.6 
June 11 180 18 40 40 96 53 .3 
June 18 180 12 10 1 25 15 63 35.0 June 25 175 7 30 30 67 38.2 Total 1435 433 331 I 186 0 15 966 67.3 
Table 35. Storage Losses In Soiled Shell Eggs Washed In Cold Tap Water. Stored 
April 30 to June 25 and held until November 18, 1947. 
Losseo {Number) round by Total 
Date No. Breal<ln Loss 
Stored Eus CandllnJl Green Sour Rots Stuck Musty No. ,. 
April 30 180 29 40 10 I 80 44 .4 May 7 180 123 20 10 153 85.0 M~ 14 180 56 28 66 150 83 ,3 
May 21 180 40 71 2 113 62.7 June 4 180 22 60 5 95 52.8 June 11 100 J4 61 10 I 5 58.3 
June 18 180 •8 91 15 IH 74·.4 
June 25 175 ., 65 15 107 61.1 
Total 1435 3~9 444 0 133 0 I 937 65.3 
Table 36. Storage Losses In Soiled Shell Eggs Washed In Cold Tap Water, Immersed 
In Water for 16 Minu tes at 1300 F. and 011 Processed. Stored April 30 to- June 25 
and held until November 18, 1947. 
Losses (Number) found by Total 
Date No. Breakln Loss 
Stored Eggs Candl.lng Green Sour Rots Stuck Mu sty No. .,.. 
Apr il 30 179 5 I I I I 9 5.0 
May 7 180 5 I 6 3.3 May14 180 3 I I 5 2.8 
May 21 180 2 1 3 1. 7 
June 4 180 .3 1 4 2.2 
June 11 180 I I 4 6 3.3 June 18 180 6 6 3.3 
June 25 178 6 I 2 9 5.0 
Total 1437 31 4 5 6 2 0 48 3.3 
Table 37. Storage Losses In Soiled Shell Ergs Washed In Cold Tap Water and Immersed 
In Water for 16 Minutes at 130° F. Stored April30 to June 25 and bold until 
November 18, 1947. 
Losses {Number) round by Total 
Date No. Brealcln Loss 
Stored Eggs Candling Green :sou.r Rots ~tuck Musty No. .,.. 
April 3U 180 0 2 I 3 I , 7 May 7 180 1 3 4 2.2 
May 14 180 0 0 0 
May 21 180 4 2 6 3.3 
June 4 180 2 I 3 · 1.7 
June 11 180 I I 2 1.1 
June 18 180 14 2 16 s.• 
June 25 171 6 6 3.5 
Total 1431 27 0 4 7 2 0 40 2.8 
Table 38. Stora1e Losses in SoUed Shell Ecrs Washed in Cold Tap Water. Immersed 
tn Water for 12 M.lnu.tes at 1300 P. and Oil Processed. Stored AprU 30 to June 25 
and hold until November 18. 1947. 
Losses (Number) found by Total 
Date No. BreaJUn Loss 
Stored Eggs Candling _9_reen Sour Rots Stuck Musty o. s 
April 30 180 2 I 3 1.7 
May 1 180 0 0 0 
May 14 180 5 2 1 3.9 
May 21 180 10 1 11 6.1 
June 4 180 1 1 0.6 
June 11 180 I I 2 • 2.2 
June 18 180 3 2 7 12 6.7 
.June 2S 180 7 I I 9 5.0 
Tots! 1440 29 5 10 . 3 0 47 3.3 
Table 39. Storage Losses in Soiled SheU Eggs Washed in Cold Tap Water and Immersed 
ln Water for 12 M1n1.1tes &t 130° F. Stored April 30 to June 25 and held until 
November 18, 194.7. 
Losses (Number found by Total 
Date No. J:Sr.ealdn Loss 
Stored E220 Candlin2 Green Sour Rots Stuck Musty No. 
"' Apri 30 179 I 1 0.6 
May 7 180 I I I J 1.7 
May 14 180 2 I 3 1.7 
~21 180 2 I 3 I, 7 
June 4 18U I I 0.6 
.June 11 178 I I 2 1.1 
June 18 180 5 2 7 3.9 
June _25 17E 6 6 . J,4 
Total H33 18 I I 6 0 0 26 1.8 
Table 4.0. Storace Losses in Soiled Shell Eccs Washed in Cold Tap Water, Immersed 
in Water for 5 Minutes at 140° F .. and Oil Processed. Stored April 30 to June 25 
and held until November 18, 1947. 
Losses (Number) found by Total 
Date No. Brea.ldl: LoS'S 
Stored Eggs Canclling (.ire en. Sour Rots ~_tuck MuS!Y NO. .,
. 
April 30 180 4 4 2.2 
~y7 180 I 2 3 1.7 
Mq 14 ltiU I 1 2 1.1 
May 21 180 I I 0.6 
.June 4 180 3 2 5 2.8 
June 11 180 4 2 8 _ •• 3 
June 18 180 5 I 6 3.3 
June_•5 180 18 I 19 !U.S 
Total 1440 37 0 5 2 2 0 4 6 3.2 
Table 41. Storage Losses In SoUed SheU Ecrs Washed In Cold Tap Water and Immersed 
in Wa.ter for 5 Minutes at 1400 F. Stored A.pr-U 30 to .June 25 and held until 
November 18. 1947, 
Loaaes (Number] ound by Total 
Date No. Breakin Loss 
Stored Ens Candling ur·eeo Sour ROts Stuck Musty No. s 
April 30 177 2 2 1.1 
~y7 180 0 1 I 0,6 
MayU 180 2 1 I 4 2.2 
May 21 165 1 I 0.6 
.Juno 4 180 4 ol 5 2,8 
June 11 177 • 1 
5 2.8 
June 18 179 3 3 1.7 
Juno 170 7 I 8 4.5 
Tots 1417 23 1 0 3 2 0 29 2.0 
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Table 42. Summary of the Storage Losses Occurring in Shell Eggs Processed in Different Ways. Eggs stored April 30 to June 25 
until Novell"lber 18, 194 7. 
Loss (number) Kind of Eggs and Treatment No. Found by Total 
Eggs Candling Breaking No. % Clean, oil processed 1428 17 14 31 2.2 Clean. naturals 
. 1432 1 3 4 0.3 Clean, imll"lersed in water for 16 
minutes at 130° F. and oil processed 1396 1 0 1 0.07 
Clean, immersed in water for 16 
minutes at 1300 F. 1370 I 4 5 0.4 
Clean, immersed in water for 12 
;,inutes at 130° F. and oil processed 1402 2 2 4 0.3 
Clean, immersed in water for 12 1390 I 2 3 0.2 minutes at 1300 F. 
Soiled, washed in water o.t sov F.- 1435 433 533 966 6?-J 60° F. and oil processed 
Soiled, washed in water at Sou F.-
60° F. 1435 359 578 937 65.3 
Soiled, washed in water at soo F.-
60° F., then immersed in water for 1437 31 17 48 3.3 16 minutes at 130° F. and after dry-
ing, oil processed 
· 
Soiled, washed in water at sou F.-
60° F. and immersed in water for 1431 27 13 40 2.8 18 minutes at 130° F . 
Soiled, washed in water at soo F. -
60° F .. immersed In water for 12 1440 29 18 47 3.3 mlnut~s at 130° F. and after dry-
In~. oil processed 
Soiled, washed in water at sou F. -
60° F. and immersed in water for 1433 18 8 26 1.8 12 minutes at 130° F. 
Soiled, wnshed in water at soo F. -
60° F .. Immersed in water for 5 1440 37 9 48 3.2 minutes at 140° F. and after dry-
ing, oil processed 
Soiled, washed in water at soo F. -
60° F. and Immersed in water for 1417 23 6 29 2.0 5 minutes at 140° F . 
Experiments in 1948 
31 
The experiments for 1948 were designed to test the value of 
surface cleaning of shell eggs using different disinfecting agents as 
well as dry cleaning and also to compare surface cleaning with the 
use of heat. Reference to the tables presenting the 1948 results 
shows that dry cleaning and the other methods of surface cleaning 
were ineffective in preventing spoilage in storage. In most cases 
where disinfecting agents were used, losses were lower than for eggs 
washed in tap water but none of these methods was satisfactory. These results appear to condemn all methods of surface cleaning of 
shell eggs that are going into storage. 
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Immersing washed shell eggs for 3 minutes in water held at 
l45°F. was as effective in preventing spoilage as 5 minutes at 140°F. 
or 15 minutes at l so•F. but the occurrence of stuck yolks was in-
creased at 145°F. One of the problems in using this heat process for 
eggs going into storage is stuck yolks. It has been our experience 
that stuck yolks do not become a problem until the eggs have been 
stored six months or longer. 
It will be observed in Tables 43 to 49 that stuck yolks were not 
designated as inedible eggs. These eggs were usable as liquid egg 
because there was no evidence of spoilage. For shell egg use these 
stuck yolks should be counted as loss. 
Table 43. A Comparison or Difrerent Methods or Cleanlnf Soiled Eggs on Thei
r Keeping 
Quality in Storoee. Eggs ator-ed from April 8 to November 17, 1948. Eaa temperatur~ 
630 F. and tap water 520 F. 
L Found 
Bret Stuek 
Lot Treatment 
-¥N- c~~~1- I ~~~~:~ ! Sour ~IMuatv Y~ks Total A :lean. 0 0 0 2.0 0 2.0 0 
1B I Soiled~ 180 0.6 2.2 1.7 3 .3 0 7.8 
0 
2B I~ i1i1iiP 180 0 .6 1.1 3.3 1.7 0 6.7 0 .6 
IC I ~~~·.~·1:! ~u~nl!.~;- 180 0 0 0.6 0 0 0.6 3.3 
2C I ~:.r:·.~;::o ~~~S w'::~; 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 
10 ~-~~:;e.~~is~ 174 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.6 
rsorrecr •u• ITrl 
20 I ::~~~~0~0,,) I oz. per 177 4.0 3.4 0 1.1 0 8.5 0 water 
IE ~~~ ISO 0 0 0 2.2 0 2.2 1.1 
2E I l .O'f. iv:11!:te~ I In 180 1. 1 1.1 0 2.8 0 5.0 1.1 
I Same as 2E "" lror 
IF 
i3oo-F. 
in water at 180 1.1 0.6 0 1.1 0 2.8 1.1 
2F I ~!!,·~.:~~ ~~~.:leaned 108 0.9 1.9 0 6.5 0 9.3 0 
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Table 4.4. A Comparison of D1tterent Methods of Clea.nlnJ Solled Eggs on Their Keepina Quality 
in Storage. Eggs stored from April15 to November 17, 1948. Egg temperature 610 F. 
and tap water 590 F. 
Percentage Loss Found 
Breaking St•ck 
Lot Treatment No. Candl· Groen Other Yollcs 
E225 lng Whites SO•r Rots Musty Total ll 
A Clean. controls 360 0.6 0 0 ··~ _0 IB SOiled eggs 180 0.6 3.3 0 1.7 0 ~.a 0 
2B Soiled e s washed 1n ta9 water 180 2.8 1.7 0.8 1.1 u 1.2 0 
IC Same as 28 plus 15 minutes at 180 0 0 0 0.6 0 0.6 1.1 1300 F. in water 
2C Same as 28 phas 5 minutes at 140° F. in water 165 0.6 0 0 1.2 0 1.8 0 
10 Same as 2B plus 3 minutes at 145° F . in water 176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 
20 
1 So!led ens washed In Rocca! 
(lOll) I oz. per 2 gallons of 180 1.7 1.7 0.6 1.7 1.1 6.8 0.6 
water 
IE Same as 20 plus 15 m.lnutea at 130° F. in water 179 0 0 0 1.7 0 I. 7 0 
2E Soiled egg• washed In I" l,ye 
water 162 1.9 a.5 1.2 4.9 0 10.$ 0 
IF 
Same as 2E Immersed ror 15 174 0 0 0 0.6 0 0.8 0 minutes in water at 13o0 F. 
2F Soiled eggs dry cleaned w!lb 
emery cloth 108 4.6 2.7 0 0.9 0 8.2 0 
Table 45. A Compari son ot O!tforent Method$ of Cleanlnc Soiled Ens on Their Keoplnc Quall\y 
ln Storage. Eggs stored from Apri122 to November 17. 1948. Egg temperature 71° F. 
a.od tap water sao F. 
Loss t•oun4 
Stuck 
Lot Treatment ~ C&ndl- ~~.: 10~~; Y;,ucs ,..-- I tued eggs 1ng I_ sour Musty Tot&~ i'B 0 I. I 0 ·.3 180 .I 0 6.1 0.6 10 
IB SOiled ens 180 6 9.4 ,.6 6. 0 z: 
IC ~;~· :.\!Bp~•s 15 . at 176 0.6 0 0 1.7 0 2.3 1.7 
2C ~:~·;: ; plu s 5 at 115 0.6 o.e 0 1.7 0 2.9 1.1 
10 ~~e :.·in ~~:; 3 at 176 0.6 0 0 1.7 0 u 8.$ 
20 
SOiled .•us ' "' (I < I oz. per 2 Calion& of 180 1.7 4.4 0.6 0.6 0 7.3 0 
water 
IE [ ~~·;:~Dw~!:~ 15 at 180 0 0 0 2.2 0 2.2 3.3 
21!: I ~::~:~g· '"1.~ 180 3.9 2.8 1.7 I . 7 0 10.1 1.7 
IF I :me as i~Ewater at ~~;g~~5 160 2.2 ~ 1.1 2.2 0.6 6.1 , .0 
-
2.11' I emery~~!~ dry with 177 1.7 I. 7 1.1 2.3 2.3 9.1 2.8 
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Table 4.6. A Comparison of Different Metho
ds ot Cleaning Soiled Eggs on. Their Keepina
: Quality 
1n Storaa:e. E;:a:s stored from April 29 to N
ovember 17, 1948. Eac temperature 70° F. 
a.nd tap water 590 F. 
Treatmtnt Lot I i~ C~d1- I ~::t:~ I ~:r ~~ts I Mual1/ I Total 1.4 
B I SOUtd 
180 c .1 0.6 ••• 0 
6. 7 
28.3 .. 3 0 
tB 1 SoUod~ wuhed 
IC~~~·;.•~Bp~usl ~ >at 180 0 0 0 
1.7 1.7 <.4 
2c ~~~·;:~~ ••• ,~.s!m~~ •• o.:t-i-1~8;olr~o--1--oo-i-;o-i-;o.;a-t~o~i-~o~.s~~3~.3 
180 
1 SOIIo<l •11• I I~ Rocca! 
20 I (l()_'t) 1 oz. por 2 gallons ot 
I water 
180 
~I ~~· ;_• ~o.:;~~ 10 , at 
2E 
lin I .O'J", 
180 
180 
177 
1 SoU"!'_ •11• 1 In 
2F ( 3 1/ 2 o•. to 5 gallons 
or wator) 180 
and then dlp"':d In San•• (I oz. 
I to S ' ot wattrl 
1.1 
0 
0 
3.3 
0.8 
2.2 
0 0 
2.2 0 
0 0 
1.7 0 
0 0 
6.1 0 
0.6 
I. I 
0 
2.2 
2.3 
0.8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.7 6.3 
3.3 0 
0 2.2 
7.2 0.6 
2.9 4.5 
8 .8 0.6 
Table 4;. A Comparison ol DUterent .Metho
ds ot Cle•nln,g SoUed Eggs on Thei.r Keepln
c QuaUty 
in Storace. Eggs atorod trom Ma.y 13 to Novo
mbor 17. 1948. E11 temperature 6ot0 F. 
and tap water Slo F. 
Stuck 
Lot Treatment 
3.3 
180 0 0 0 2.8 0 
2.8 5.6 
180 0 0 0 1 .7 0 
1.7 7.2 
180 0 1.7 0.8 0.6 0 
2.9 0 
180 0 0 0 0.6 0 
0.6 0 
180 0 0.8 0 0 0 
0.8 0 
180 0.8 0 0 I. 7 0 
2.3 1.1 
180 0 0 0 1. 7 0 
1.7 0 
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Table 48. A Comparllon of Different Methods of Cleaning Soiled Eiil on Their Keeping QuaUI7 
in Storage. EQI ator·ed from Ma.y 20 to November 17. 1948. Ef& tempera.ture 660 F. 
and tap water 610 F. 
' Leas l'Ound 
~t:~  _M .. II1 Stuclc Lot Treatment No. Candl- Yo:• ~ ln.r Tota.l A ;lean. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IB 180 0.6 
···-
·"-
1.1 0 2.3 0 
2B Soilod e ggs In tap water 180 21 .1 30.0 0 3.3 .54 .• 4 0 
IC ~;~• :.• ~"w~~~! 15 at 180 0.8 0 0 0 0 0.6 2.8 
i.~e :.· ~ .... ~::: 5 at 2C 180 1.7 0 0 0.6 0 2.3 5.0 
I D i.~o;a ~Bw~::: 3 '&t 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.1 
Soiled e ggs ln Rocca! 
2D ( ~~~ 1 oz. per 2 gallons of 180 0 .6 1.1 0 0 0.6 2.3 0 
water 
I E ~~· ~si!Dw~::: 1~ at 180 0.6 0 1. 1 0 0 1. 7 0.8 
2E I ~~~:~t:~es In 1.0'Jo 180 6.7 4.4 1.1 21.7 0 33.9 0 
IF same as :r.Ewater at :::g~•~ 180 0 .6 0 0 0.6 0 1.2 I. 7 
Soiled esgs tn 
2F 
(3 1/2 oz. to 5 gallons of water) 180 1.1 0.6 0 2.8 0 4.5 0.8 
and then dipped in S&neg (I o•. 
to 5 .raJ. of wa ter) 
Table 48. A Comparllon or Different Melhods of Cloonlng Soiled Eus on Their Keeping Quallcy 
In StoraJO. Err• otored !rom ~f>.y 27 to December 2. 1948. Ecg temperature 85• F. 
and tap water 630 F . 
. Yercenta•e Loss Found 
Breaking St~ck 
Lot Treatment No. Candl- Green VUler Yolk• 
Ens ina Whites S®r Rots Muot:Y Tota.l 
,.. 
A Clean, controls 360 0.3 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.6 
IB Soiled eggs 180 0.6 0.6 0 2.8 0 4.0 0 
2B Solled eJtas washed 1tt tap water 180 2.8 6.1 0 1.1 0 10.0 0 
IC 
Same a& 2B plus 15 minutes at 
130° F. 1n water 180 
0.6 0 0 1.1 0 1.7 3.3 
2C 
Same aa 2B plua 5 m.tnutes at 
1•0° F. tn water 180
 1.1 0 0 2.2 0 3.3 2.8 
ID 
Same a& 2B plus 3 minutes at 
1• 5° P. in water 1
80 0.6 0 0 0 0 0.6 5.0 
Soiled egcs washed In Rocca! 
2D (IQS) I o z. per 2 gaUons of 180 0.6 1.1 0 0 0 1.7 0 .8 
water 
I E 
Same u 2D pluo 1~ minutes at 
130° F. in water 
179 2.2 0.6 0 1.1 0 3.9 1.1 
2E Sollod ogcs wasbod In I,O'Jo 180 2.2 1.7 
_be wat~r 
0 0 0 3.9 0 
. IJ,i'l Same aa 2E im.meraed for 15 180 0 .8 0.6 0 1.7 0 3.9 2.8 
minute a in water at 130° F. 
Sollod eu s washed In Kleeneg 
2F (3 1/2 oz. to 5 p Uoao of water) 180 2.2 I. 7 0 1.1 0 5.0 0 
and then dipped In S&neg (1 oz. 
to 5 aa.l. or water) 
CONCLUSIONS 
Experiments conducted from 1989 to 1948 with soiled eggs 
cleaned by different methods and then held in storage for a normal 
storage period appear to justify the following conclusions: 
1. Clean eggs keep unusually well in storage as far as spoilage 
is concerned. 
2. Soiled eggs keep better than soiled eggs which have been 
washed in cold water or water below 100°F. 
8. The results with disinfectants were erratic and show that 
surface cleaning with disinfecting agents does not effectively pre-
vent spoilage in storage 
4. Shell eggs dry cleaned do not keep well in storage. 
5. Flash pasteurizing does not protect eggs, that have been 
washed, against spoilage in storage. 
6. The only method found to be effective in all cases in pre-
venting spoilage in storage was thermo-stabilization, applied either 
during the process of w~hing or .soon thereafter. This means com-
plete immersion in water or oil for several minutes and does not 
refer to merely sprinkling or spraying warm water over eggs. The 
heat must penetrate the eggs in order to be effective. 
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